COMMUNITY WORKING GUIDE FOR REFLECTING CIRCULAR No. 1

After an individual reading, we invite you to share the reflections of the circular "Marianist Lay Communities in a Synodal Key" in your faith community. Here are some questions that can accompany you in the process. We want to feel how the synodal process is being lived in our communities and in us:

- Are we clear about the concept of synodality? Are we living the synod personally and in community?

- What moves us as a community?

- What do we recognize in ourselves as a richness to contribute to the life of the Church?

- In what universal attitudes do we recognize ourselves in our daily life? In our community is there active listening, respect, dialogue, discernment...? And in our daily family, professional, social...?

- How do we live the attitudes of our charism? do we feel the faith of the heart? do we live the community with one heart and one soul? how do we live equality and interdependence?

- How do we exercise our positions of responsibility in our communities, at work, in our environment, from authority or from service, from hierarchy or from cooperation and inspiration?

- After the previous reflection, how can you make this present in your personal and community project? What concrete things do I commit myself to individually and what can we commit ourselves to as a community?